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Abstract:
The author analyzes Karolina Grzywnowicz’s installation Weeds (2015): a meadow which the artist re-

planted from two villages in Bieszczady—whose inhabitants had been resettled in 1944-1950—into a site 

adjoining a street in Warsaw. The meadow was promptly mowed by the municipal services, and thus 

became a twofold commemoration. First, it was a deliberately created yet subtle and poetical monu-

ment to the displaced people. Second, in a manner unanticipated by the artist, it grew into a symbolic 

martyrdom memorial of the “green urban anarchists”: weeds in other words. The author analyzes the 

relationships between non-human lives and history, asking whether the marginal history of plants is ever 

noticed in scientific and social reflection, as well as wondering about the role of plants in commemora-

tion and why they fail as a medium of memory. 
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The work by Karolina Grzywnowicz delves into relationships between non-human 
lives and history. However, has the peripheral history of plants to which the author 
draws attention been noted by scientific and social reflection? What role do plants 
play in the context of commemoration?

The protagonists in this text are apple, pear, plum, and cherry trees, gooseberry 
and currant bushes, hazels, walnut trees, lindens, cutleaf coneflowers, daffodils, irises, 
asters, dwarf periwinkles, boxwoods, guelder-roses, common nettles, couch grasses, 
Alpine docks, centaureas; the reminiscence also features flax dodder and flat-seeded 
false flax, and there are the rarely encountered flame adonis, shepherd’s-needle, sum-
mer pheasant’s-eye, hedgehog parsley, cowherb, field fennel, staggerweed, corn but-
tercup, blue pimpernel, common corn-cockle, roundleaf cancerwort, sharpleaf cancer-
wort, common catchfly, rye brome, yellow star-of-Bethlehem, and field larkspur. 
1 This text was written during the seminar held by Anna Zeidler-Janiszewska in 2016-2017 entitled Historical policies 

versus history and memory — selected case studies.
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The installation entitled Weeds2 is a meadow that Grzywnowicz transplanted 
from two villages in Bieszczady whose inhabitants had been resettled in 1944-1950. 
Paweł Mościcki wrote about the installation: “the poetic in the project begins 
from listening into the silent protest of the earth, which compels the abandoned 
plants to endure and develop, despite political decisions” (Mościcki, nd; no longer 
accessible). Post-war resettlements were carried out on a tremendous scale. The 
Recovered Territories were bathed in the mythology of a return to the “cradle of 
Polishness,” to the “bosom of the motherland,” a civilization that began with the 
house of Piast. This was accompanied by special metaphors of Ithaca, Colchis, or 
Arcadia, where the golden fleece and gardens of paradise awaited the new inhab-
itants.3 Meanwhile, not a thing was heard about the 600,000 people who were 
deported from Bieszczady, Beskid Niski, Beskid Sądecki, Pogórze Przemyskie, 
and Roztocze in the course of two resettlement undertakings: “repatriation” of 
the Ukrainian population to the USSR (1944—1946), which displaced 480,000 peo-
ple, and Operation Vistula (1947—1950), during which 140,000 were relocated. 
Grzywnowicz repeats that gesture with respect to plants. Fragments of forgotten 
gardens travel hundreds of kilometers, from one end of Poland to another. This 
immediately provokes questions among observers: does it make sense? Will the 
plants adapt to the new environment? Will they survive? Is it not barbaric? The 
very questions that should have arisen and been asked in the context of the evic-
tion and forced displacement of Lemkos and Ukrainians in the past. After all, ecto-
zoochory (the dispersal of seeds, spores, and seedlings by animals) is nothing new 
to plants; on the contrary, it is a strategy of survival and proliferation.

The dwellings and the villages would often be burned down—only the old gar-
dens, fields, and orchards remained. “Plants are an ever-regenerating and per-
manent testimony to the presence of people in places they had long abandoned. 
Changes in the structure and chemical composition of the soil go so far as to ena-
ble those species to survive even for the next 600 years. Knowledge of the plants 
helps one find resettled villages, can serve to reconstruct their topography and 
provides a key to the understanding of that space” (Grzywnowicz, n.d.). The situa-
tion is akin to the history of Kupferberg (Miedzianka in Lower Silesia), described 
by Filip Springer. In a town which disappeared from the surface of the earth after 
six centuries of affluent existence, the writer looks for traces of life like an archae-
ologist. What he encounters are plants, once companions of the human beings, 
now taking their place. The doom of the town is heralded by the disappearance of 

2 The project was carried out as part of the “1 na 1 — Mistrz i Uczeń” program by the Association of Creative Initiatives 
“ę” and presented for the first time in autumn 2015 at Zachęta Project Room. Subsequently, the installation moved to 

the embankment on the Vistula, in the vicinity of the University Library and the Copernicus Science Centre, as part 
of Bęc Zmiana’s series Synchronization. The 2016 edition was devoted to seeking balance in organizing and designing 
urban and social space. Its core theme was “unsustainable architecture,” construed as creating an environment that 
fulfills dreams of better future.

3  See Nijakowski (2006), Gieba (2017).
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a cherry tree which is swallowed by a fissure caused by the subsidence of a uranium 
mine (Springer 2011). The process had already been described by Ewa Szelburg-
Zarembina in connection with the Great War: 

The house stood on the frontline—the people had to abandon their home. And even 
though later the storm of war went by and died down, they did not return. Meanwhile, 
in the deserted garden surrounding the empty dwelling strange things began to happen. 
[…]
‘War!’ And thousands of hate-spewing voices followed suit, ‘War! War! War!’
Things seethed, and commotion stirred through the Garden from end to end. The ditch-
es, the paths, and the laws were raided by countless packs of weeds, followed by mer-
cenary troops of destruction-wreaking insects, marching in close ranks. […] As far as 
the eye could see, across the turf, paths, and squares, weeds—fat and sinewy, sticky and 
stinging—drove unstoppably towards the flowerbeds and the patches. In a moment, they 
would descend on the less numerous residents of the Garden and crush them with the 
mass of their bodies, stifle them in a deadly embrace. Yet here they halted, as if rooted to 
the spot: just in front of them […] there appeared the King of the Garden, Marcin, and 
a little, red girl. […] Marcin and Iruchna sat down on the porch under the eaves of the 
garden house and, cuddled together, looked with a smile on the frolicking frogs, on the 
birds washing dust off their tired wings, on flowers, vegetables and trees drinking in the 
gifts of the skies in the serenity of heart rejoicing with victory. (Szelburg-Zarembina 1972, 
251, 252, 336)
In this excerpt from the short story Ogród króla Marcina (King Martin’s Garden) 

the mixing of ornamental plants with weeds means prolongation of war and a hos-
tile invasion. Only people are capable of putting a stop to it and yet again becom-
ing guarantors of security in the garden. A similar description may be found in 
Frances Hodgson Burnett’s The Secret Garden, published a few years earlier. There 
is no place for weeds there, the baleful other of gardens, though “common” plants 
do appear. If indeed Marx vies with Darwin for intellectual leadership (Domańska 
2010), it is worthwhile to note that in the English garden the “class division” between 
plants is lifted. “The seeds Dickon and Mary had planted grew as if fairies had 
tended them. Satiny poppies of all tints danced in the breeze by the score, gaily 
defying flowers which had lived in the garden for years and which it might be 
confessed seemed rather to wonder how such new people had got there” (Burnett 
1911, 296). The protagonists of that pantheistic novel for children which had been 
inspired by Christian Science, Martha and Dickon Sowerby, are representatives 
of a lower class—the servants—and it is they who bring new seeds to enrich the 
aristocratic flowerbeds. In a hardly noticeable way, they change the social arrange-
ments. Interestingly enough, Burnett and her religious community would have 
probably subscribed to some of Marx’s assertions: 

Labour is, in the first place, a process in which both man and Nature participate, and 
in which man of his own accord starts, regulates, and controls the material re-actions 

https://pl.wikisource.org/wiki/Autor:Frances_Hodgson_Burnett
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between himself and Nature. He opposes himself to Nature as one of her own forces, set-
ting in motion arms and legs, head and hands, the natural forces of his body, in order to 
appropriate Nature’s productions in a form adapted to his own wants. By thus acting on 
the external world and changing it, he at the same time changes his own nature. (Marx 
1932, 197—198) 

This is exactly what happened to Mary Lennox and Colin Craven: spoiled, unkind, 
and physically weak children who thanks to working in the mysterious garden begin 
to flourish acquiring both physical and moral fortitude. In his now classic text, Neil 
Smith (1984) engaged in an extensive critique of the notion of nature, question-
ing the intuitive yet well-established division into “first” and “second” nature. In 
his opinion, there is no longer any nature one controls and a nature one creates 
to achieve mastery over the latter. Through human labor and the production of 
nature at the global scale, human society has placed itself squarely at the center of 
nature. To wish otherwise is nostalgic. This centrality in nature is what fuels the 
crazy quest of capital actually to control nature, but the idea of control over nature 
is a dream. It is the dream dreamt each night by capital and its class, in prepara-
tion for the next day’s labor, as he wrote. (Smith 1984) Smith is also a pessimist 
as far as “bourgeois” ecology is concerned, observing that each change gives rise 
to new markets within capitalism: regulation of greenhouse gas emissions led to 
trade in permits, while biotechnologies drove large corporations into patent races. 
Commodification of natural assets and global production of nature have severely 
affected biodiversity. Nowhere can one find room for the green anarchy of plants 
that are deemed undesirable in cultivation. The human has become so efficient 
in their eradication that at present some weeds are either utterly extinct or have 
been entered into regional red lists of vanishing or extremely threatened species. 
The meadows where weeds were once to be found have been disappearing as well, 
though the weeds had been previously eliminated on agricultural meadowland. In 
Europe today, special programs have been implemented to protect these plants: 
seed collections are established, conservative cultivation is employed, while “weed 
gardens” have become something of a fashion. 

The form of the work presented in autumn 2015 at the Zachęta Project Room 
brought Albrecht Dürer’s The Great Piece of Turf to mind. In the past, floral motifs 
used to adorn everything, from dresses and paintings to temples (such as the famed 
polychromies and frescos in St. Martin’s Church in Bamberg, most often referred 
to as Himmelsgarten, the heavenly garden), with a wealth of symbolism that devel-
oped around them (somewhat ambivalent in the case of grasses and herbs—from 
Christian to pagan). However, the perceptual habits of the contemporary viewer 
do not permit conducting an iconological analysis of vegetal representations. It is 
only to be regretted, since they would be able to supply unique knowledge of his-
torical and cultural circumstances which engendered the exploitation and protec-
tion of the “Kingdom of Flora.” “I love thine bare feet, / For they tread on brittle 
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dew, telling a-blind the cornflowers and the corncockle,” wrote Bolesław Leśmian 
(Leśmian, 1920). This is a very interesting example of how the interpretation of 
usefulness of plants fluctuated. In the poem, corncockles are a pest one can tread 
on, whereas cornflowers are friendly and beautiful “morsels of blue” in the field. 
Cornflowers would very often recur as a motif in poetry, always evoking positive 
associations. Their color also justifies the traits at the connotative core of the words 

“beauty,” “happiness,” “love,” “faithfulness,” “good,” “innocence,” or “sinlessness.” 
After the war, poets not infrequently attributed quite the opposite qualities to the 
same plant: “it is a weed,” “it is eradicated” (Kuryłowicz 2012). This clearly shows 
how arbitrarily the role of plants is determined and how it shifts over time, not to 
mention how fragile their safety is. The title of a nineteenth-century volume dem-
onstrates that today the utilitarian history of various species is more transparent: 
Popular botany comprising the description of trees, shrubs and green plants both 
domestic and foreign, peculiar in their qualities and history, as well having use in 
industry, arts, crafts, household and farm (Pisulewski 1845; published in Polish). 
And yet the term “weed” does not feature in any botanical taxonomy, since the 
category is molded solely from the standpoint of and with respect to humans. The 
struggles of a gardener fighting weeds are also a metaphor of the fight with “social 
pests” and the Shoah, to which Zygmunt Bauman refers: 

Whoever had a garden once knows that before flowers bloom and the shrubs they planted 
grow, a perfect garden is envisioned: where and what should be and how aesthetic har-
mony is to be achieved on that plot of land surrounded by a fence. The moment that ideal 
arrangement is there, all potential residents of the garden, all plants which were to take 
root there, have been rapidly divided into two categories: the useful plants and all other 
vegetation that was not intended, weeds in other words. … Well, being is not a trait pe-
culiar to a plant. A weed is not a peculiar trait of a plant. It derives from how the gardener 
looks at it, deciding that it (i.e., the plant) does not tally with the pre-statutory horticul-
tural norm. (Bagiński and Jóźwicki, n.d.) 

Often enough, plants which may even be closely related to cultivated ones are consid-
ered weeds. In order to use flax effectively as a product, human has utterly wiped 
out the co-occurring species, such as flax dodder and flat-seeded false flax. Ludwik 
Hieronim Morstin had already made the prophetic warning: “I cannot drive the 
ploughshare into earth, for it will only mince the flowers with dust in the field, cut 
through bluebottles and the corncockle’s abundant bloom, which shines akin to 
a dream. And said it is that woe betide the earth if it loses flowers, for flax alone 
will not make human garb” (Morstin 1909, 10—11). 

Grzywnowicz shows over six decades of coexistence of plants with people, per-
ceived as useful or vegetal “pests.” The gardens, abandoned under duress, are spon-
taneously grown over by weeds, but they remain gardens thanks to species which 
in a singular fashion “remember” the coexistence with humans. At this point, 
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one should recall assertions presuming plant intelligence. As Daniel Chamovitz 
wrote: 

the question, should not be whether or not plants are intelligent—it will be ages before 
we all agree on what that term means; the question should be, ‘Are plants aware?’ and, 
in fact, they are. Plants are acutely aware of the world around them. They are aware of 
their visual environment; they differentiate between red, blue, far-red, and UV lights and 
respond accordingly. … Plants know when they are being touched and can distinguish 
different touches. They are aware of gravity: they can change their shapes to ensure that 
shoots grow up and roots grow down. And plants are aware of their past: they remem-
ber past infections and the conditions they’ve weathered and then modify their current 
physiology based on these memories. (Chamovitz 2012, 157) 
Numerous works of art and commemorations utilize plants as metaphors, yet it 

rarely happens that commemoration relies on the memory of plants themselves. 
In Warsaw, plants were on the verge of having a memorial of their own. They 

would have been able to naturally commemorate a multicultural site: the bazaar 
known as Jarmark Europa, the phantom “city within a city,” a hope for a better 
life for thousands of people from various parts of the world or a place where a life 
came to an end (if only to recall the death of Nigerian Maxwell Itoya, who was shot 
there by a Polish policeman). At the top of the bowl and between the rows of seats 
soon to be demolished stadium, Marek Ostrowski and a team of researchers found 
many plants whose presence in Warsaw was nothing short of astonishing. Gilles 
Clément refers to such places as “third landscapes” (n.d.); in order for such a wild 
site to be called a third landscape it has to emerge spontaneously, as opposed to 
being a trace of a garden once designed by a human. The most vivid popular exam-
ple in cities are the surroundings of tracks and lines. 

No one paid attention to the fact that right next to the bustling bazaar, new life came into 
being on the disused stands, and the stadium began to fill with new organisms. … At first, 
the changes were insignificant, virtually imperceptible to an unskilled observer. A tiny piece 
of poplar fluff, borne by the wind, would land into a crevice in the cracked concrete, from 
which a several-centimeter-long seedling of poplar would germinate over the next few days. 
A bird perched there for a moment, leaving a black-and-white spot of droppings, which 
contained minute, one-seeded stones of black elder. The seeds, partly digested in the bird’s 
alimentary tract, were additionally stimulated into germination. Someone from the bazaar 
spat out grape seeds over their shoulder. Having fallen on the stands, it grew after a few 
years into climbers running several meters in length. […] As the vegetation proliferated on 
the stadium, microclimatic conditions at the site changed as well. Mass emergence of plants 
on the stands reduced thermic contrasts and promoted a milder climate. Gradually, a net-
work of dependencies developed between the habitat (climate and edaphic conditions) and 
the species composition of animal and plant life. Subsequent developments may be forecast 
based on vegetal expansion observed so far. Had the stadium not undergone conversion, in 
several years’ time its bowl would have been filled by a forest of trees, visible from afar as 
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a green ‘mop’ swaying with the wind above its crown. Thus, with the contribution of plants 
a new, astonishing architectural form would have come into existence—a monument to the 
vitality of nature in places abandoned by humans. (Ostrowski, Sudnik-Wójcikowska, and 
Galera 2008, 98, 101) 
A similar vision works well only in the utopian projects of ecological urban 

planning.4 This kind of functional shift aimed at transforming a no longer needed 
stadium would also find justification in the futuristic Hotel Polonia. The Afterlife 
of Buildings, hatched by artists Nicolas Grospierre and Kobas Laksa as well as 
curators Grzegorz Piątek and Jarosław Trybuś, winner of the Golden Lion at the 
Architecture Biennale in Venice. In the real world, the influence of developers and 
the material value of urban space effectively hinder such solutions from ever being 
implemented. 

In her subsequent project, Grzywnowicz reverses the vector and examines how peo-
ple remember plants and how the latter become witnesses to history: Grün | Green con-
sists in searching for plants that have been important for the people of Wrocław as well 
as their associated stories, thereby rendering a map of individual “green memori-
als.” “The author is interested in the history and identity of the city as it is recorded 
in plants … she is going to investigate the attitudes of inhabitants towards greenery 
in the city, focusing on trees in particular. It is the trees which are witnesses to his-
tory and represent links between Breslau and Wrocław; not infrequently, they are 
the backdrop to major events, collective and individual alike” (Wrocenter, n.d.). In 
any case, the story of Joanna Paśniewska demonstrates that the phenomenon is not 
limited to that region: 

My grandmother ended up in Międzyrzecz5 (in the present day Lubuskie Region) right 
after the war, coming from Płock, as her railwayman father received a new posting in 
the Recovered Territories. At the time you were already able to settle in former German 
houses, taking entire farms as your own. Grandma used to retell the story in quite 
a colorful fashion: she would often remember the soup left in plates on the table, a detail 
illustrating the panic in which Germans had fled. The mayor of the town, Herr Haak, 
acting upon instructions from above, kept the residents in an illusory idyll of safety, con-
vinced that everything is under control until the very last day before the tanks of the 
Red Army reached the Miedzyrzecz area and everyone had to be immediately evacu-
ated. When, after the war, my grandfather Henryk found his wife—returning from five-
years’ incarceration in Dachau (where he was sent as a teacher of mathematics during the 
Intelligenzaktion in spring 1940)—he was less than enchanted with having to live among 

4 “In an ecological perspective, urban planning means a skill of building structures which sustain urban life and 
managing their development in accordance with the laws of nature and culture, as well as a science concerned with 
the fundamentals of rational performance of such tasks by various institutions of civil society” (Zuziak 2007, 9—20 
xx).

5 Previously German Meseritz. From 1942 to 1945 in the hospital in Obrawalde some 10,000 people were killed as part 
of the Aktion T4; in the town and its surroundings there were also POW and forced labor camps.
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mementoes of German presence. The silver trays inscribed with Fraktur were found to 
be fit only for hens, while grandfather himself refused to eat plums and apples from trees 
that belonged to the former household. He would say that German blood ran in them. 
Grandma Hala tended to the garden with great tenderness, and long after grandfather 
had died, she would tell us tales of the garden’s plants, recalling and commemorating—
without a distinct reason—the German lineage of trees, shrubs, and flowers. This grand-
mother’s account of the bi-national garden became a family fable.6 
A strategy resembling the one in Grün and Weeds was adopted by Łukasz Surowiec 

in the 2012 project Berlin-Birkenau. The artist dug out young birches from the Birkenau 
area and planted them in school gardens and public spaces in Berlin. The young 
trees travel in the opposite direction of Jews deported from Berlin to the concen-
tration camp. Surowiec intends to highlight the blending of remembering with the 
daily activity of tending to the plant, compelling one to rethink the role of recipi-
ents of commemoration. 

Monuments, plaques, historical sites, preserved without change or reconstructed, 
located in particular spaces, as well as the recurring anniversary celebrations are 
important elements of the cityscape, to a large extent reflecting the state of collective 
memory and the mode in which continuity of identity is built. However, one must 
not overlook that cultural forms of commemoration are associated with historical 
policies pursued at the time. After the watershed of 1989, a number of commemo-
rations were no more, some were widely disputed, and a few new ones emerged. At 
the same time the issues of counter-memory, post-memory, and the status of com-
memoration became material to work on for contemporary artists. John Bondar 
claims that public memory today is forged in the strife or dialogue of various social 
groups, representing a compromise between official and vernacular memory.7 Plants 
incorporated in the commemoration narratives endow them with a temporal and 
performative nature. Thus, memorials change their shape and continually yield new 
meanings. The apprehension surrounding the cultural role of plants may perhaps 
lie in the subconscious European association with paganism (in contrast to Far 
Eastern systems of belief), which was addressed by Matthew Hall (2011). The fear 
prevents us from entering into relationships with plants, abolishing the hardened 
dividing lines which delineate their and our domains. Consequently, such green 
monuments still tend to “happen” and elicit anxiety in the viewers—especially in 
their founders. 

On the night, the 22nd of April, 2016, unidentified individuals vandalized the 
Memorial to the Extermination of the Roma People in Borzęcin. It is located in 
a forest, far from human dwellings, and as such recalls the hundreds of sites in the 
woods where people had been executed. This aspect is analyzed by Roma Sendyka, 

6  Joanna Paśniewska’s family reminiscence, delivered during Prof. Anna Zeidler-Janiszewska’s workshop Historical poli-
cies versus history and memory—selected case studies, is a commentary to this text.

7  See Bodnar (1992), Assmann (2013).
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who draws attention to the erstwhile markings of forest graves: “the flawed non-
human tokens made of stones, litter and broken twigs, half-funereal, half-soul-
less … should thus be considered as possibility of a monument’, ambivalent and 
disquieting though it may be, but a monument nevertheless” (Sendyka 2017). The 
author of the design, Małgorzata Mirga-Tas, drew on the potential memory of the 
forest:

I decided to fashion the monument using larch wood. I found it to be an ideal material, 
as I did not wish the monument to flaunt gold lettering, marbles, granites and so on. … 
I thought that what had happened there left a mark on that place, and only trees can pass 
it on to a tree. The forest remembers and my initial impression was that they are a kind of 
silent witnesses. Now a little larger and older. Obviously, the monument is sure to change 
as years go by, begin to live its own life, the forest is certain to adopt it somehow and it 
will become a part of this place … but this is how it should be; it is to be a part of the 
forest which remembers the crying, the dread, the fear the shooting, the faces. (Gancarz 
2011, 268) 
The process of the monument’s merging into the forest was disrupted by a nation-

alistic act of vandalism.8 Integration of plant expression into memorial projects has 
never gained recognition in Poland, beginning with the most notorious and con-
troversial design submitted in 1958 to an international competition for a memorial to 
the victims of fascism in Auschwitz-Birkenau: the concept was entitled The Road. 
It relied on Oskar Hansen’s conception of Open Form according to which a monu-
mental sculpture would be molded. Setting out from the premise that the entire 
area of the camp was a site of tragic experience, Hansen’s team came forward with 
an idea to build a broad asphalt road running through it. Cutting the camp in 
two with a road and welding the main entrance gate shut would be a symbolic 
gesture of crossing out the crime committed there as something that must never 
happen again. The road would provide a background to individual acts of com-
memoration by those who visited the site: stones associated with the Jewish tradi-
tion, lights, or other mementoes left on its edges. The camp barracks stretching 
on either side would be left alone, yielding with time to slow entropy. The area 
of the camp, gradually growing over with forest, was to remind one of the time 
which had elapsed since the tragic events. Former prisoners could not bear the 
sight of Birkenau overgrown with chamomile and rejected the concept of The Road. 
Meanwhile, Ewa Domańska observes that even though organic remnants may mix 
with other elements of the ecosystem, the process does not degrade the humanity 
of the deceased, but validates their potential (biological) existence. 

In the perspective of very long persistence, the spaces of the Holocaust, seen from an eco-
necro standpoint, also become figures of a viable community and a symbiotic diaspora: 
an ecumene of varied life forms. (Domańska 2017, 34—61) 

8 The monument was vandalized on April 22, 2016; the stele was knocked off of the concrete plinth, while the sculptures 
were chopped into pieces with an axe.
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However, the jury imposed a compromise, under which three shortlisted designs 
would be combined into one.9 Oskar Hansen withdrew from the compromise, 
whose outcome may be seen today at the end of the tracks in Birkenau. Looking 
at the monument from the perspective of the present day, one readily sees that in 
aesthetic terms it belongs to a bygone era; now, it is virtually out of place, ill-suited 
(Pietrasik 2017).

Paradise, a project developed by Mirosław Duchowski’s team for the Warsaw 
neighborhood of Szmulowizna, shared a similar fate. They conceived a memo-
rial to Shmuel Jakubowicz (Joseph Samuel Sonnenberg), also known as Zbitkover, 
founder and owner of that part of the Praga district, in the form of an open, public 
orchard, whose fruits would be for everyone to enjoy, local inhabitants and tour-
ists alike. After all, Gan Eden, the “garden of delights,” was not only a symbol of 
the covenant between God and humanity, but also between God, humanity, and 
nature: “and the Lord God planted a garden in Eden, in the east; and there he put 
the man whom he had formed. Out of the ground the Lord God made to grow 
every tree that is pleasant to the sight and good for food, the tree of life also in 
the midst of the garden, and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil” (Gen. 
2: 8—9). The welcoming retreat would encourage reflection on the extraordinary 
story of Henri Bergson’s ancestor, make one think of the fates of pre-war Jewish 
residents of Szmulki, and the shape of Polish-Jewish dialogue (for which the idea 
of the garden of paradise—shared by all religions of the Book—provided a fitting 
metaphor). One may note at this point that, next to weeds, old orchards are another 
object of concern and conservation efforts. However, the interests of a developer 
aiming to build a gated estate on the premises of the former spirits manufactory 
prevailed: the idea to incorporate a public space into the development plan was 
rejected. We can thus return to Neil Smith’s deliberations, which recall the history 
of debate taking place in the British forum for critical and radical geographers 
(crit-geog-forum.uk) relating to politics of gardening. Smith posed a question, why 
did an initial serious inquiry about the politics of gardening seem to unleash such 
pent-up political responses in a way that global events did not, even such serious 
ones as the famine in Sudan or the revolt in Indonesia (Smith 2000). Cities domi-
nate in the world and, condensing life as they do, vividly expose the links between 
capital and local municipal authority. To describe the relationship, the urban geog-
rapher coins the notion of geobribe (Smith 2002). Gentrification investments and 
more modest, borough-range activities are channels for the flow of global capital 
and people. The plans of urban space reflect the relations of power and manifest 

9 The person elected as chair of the jury in the competition for the International Memorial to the Victims of Fascism 
was Henry Moore, at the time considered one of the most eminent living sculptors. The event was remembered by 
means of an exhibition entitled Moore/Auschwitz, Tate Britain, London, May 10-June 13, 2010; curator: Ewa Toniak, 
arrangement: Małgorzata Szczęśniak, collaboration: Agata Pietrasik, Łukasz Kwietniewski.
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the most radical forms of oppression, exclusion, and inequality. City gardens and 
green areas are also a gentrification frontier under siege. 

In this light, the installation by Grzywnowicz becomes a two-fold commemora-
tion. Firstly, a deliberate one—a subtle poetic memorial to the displaced. Such an 
interpretation of the work is currently very important and relevant,10 because that 
chapter in history has been repressed from the official discourse of historical poli-
tics.11 Secondly, it is a symbolic monument of martyrdom of “green urban anar-
chists” or rather “true rhizomatic revolutionaries,” in a way against the intentions 
of the artist. After all, how did we bid farewell to Weeds? In 2016 the artist handed 
her work over to the city of Warsaw. The meadow brought from the resettled loca-
tions was placed on the Kościuszko Wharf, near Lipowa street. It is to remain there 
for good, enriching the Cubryna Square. The artist signed an agreement with the 
municipal property boards, according to which the meadow was to be mowed 
once in autumn, so that the plants could bear seeds and scatter them. Whether by 
heedless haste or on purpose, municipal services mowed it barely a month after it 
was presented (it was determined who was responsible). They did it twice, just to 
be sure (Dłużewska 2016).

Conclusions

The garden has always been a cultural text, and it is not without a reason that it lends 
its very name to volumes of poetry (such as The Garden of Epigrams by Wacław 
Potocki). The phenomenon of the household garden, etymologically an “enclo-
sure” (cut off from the wilderness), is intrinsically similar to a zoological garden. 
Both animals and plants live in these peculiar spaces under the very special care 
of humans. In both cases, exotic and rare species are preferred, while the common 
and “meagre” ones are excluded; in these gardens the life of plants and animals is 
subordinated to eugenic projects. In either case, non-human subjects are anthro-
pomorphized on the one hand and serve human entertainment on the other. The 
surroundings of the non-human beings are shaped by the human hand and isolated 
from the impact of nature (cages, pavilions,12 pens, lawns, flowerbeds, and pergo-
las). These two garden models were subjected to a test in the course of the dramatic 
historical events of the twentieth century. 

10 In 2017, state authorities refused to participate in the commemoration of those events, which had been prepared by 
communities and organizations of Ukrainians and Lemkos.

11 Weeds was a cause for dissatisfaction among nationalists; see e.g. the unsigned article Sztuka żydowska — CHWASTY — 
na śmietnik, Wierni Polsce Suwerennej, https://wiernipolsce1.wordpress.com/2016/08/04/sztuka-zydowska-chwasty-
na-smietnik, August 4, 2016.

12 New Architecture of the London Zoo, a 1938 film by László Moholy-Nagy splendidly illustrates the relationship between 
modernist architecture and the animal world; apparently, animal behavior would change as a result of architectural 
designs and devices implemented by modernists.

https://wiernipolsce1.wordpress.com/2016/08/04/sztuka-zydowska-chwasty-na-smietnik/
https://wiernipolsce1.wordpress.com/2016/08/04/sztuka-zydowska-chwasty-na-smietnik/
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In 2012, Éric Baratay called for the introduction of another historical counter-
narrative, in which the perspectives of animals would be taken into account. As 
Baratay wrote, the animal facet of history is likewise epic, turbulent, laden with 
contrasts, often bloody, at times serene and not infrequently comical. It has been 
written down with flesh and blood, with sensations and emotions, with fear, pain 
and pleasure, with the violence suffered and complicity shared. Its direct influence 
on the human is so extensive that human history is shaped thereby to an ever-
increasing degree. Hence it is by no means anecdotal or secondary, and thoroughly 
deserves attention of historians who set a great store by history in all its complexity 
and diversity. One should liberate history from anthropocentric vision, take note 
of human companions, other living beings — animals, go over to their side, see 
things from their standpoint, reversing the questions, searching for more eloquent 
documents, rereading those we have differently, thus decentralising the narrative. 
(Baratay 2014)

Works originating in the milieu of animal studies or anthropozoology have very 
promptly addressed that gap and proceed to fill it, as they arduously seek to sepa-
rate human history of animals from animal history.

Things stand somewhat differently with plant history. In 2009, Eduardo Kac’s 
Edunia was presented for the first time (Kac 2010, Bakke 2011). That art project 
embarked on the “overlooked” kinship between humans and plants on the molec-
ular level. Still, questions concerning the impact of plants on the history of human 
beings and the ramifications of historical events they are subject to are only now 
becoming a challenge to contemporary ethnobotany. This may be the reason why 
successive species of plants that humanity considers useless disappear at a fright-
ening pace in the wake of current political and economic processes. Perhaps the 
hope of plants lies solely with the superweeds,13 vegetal superheroes which had 
already been predicted in the theory of evolution?
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